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Neural Processing of Acoustic and Electric Interaural Time
Differences in Normal-Hearing Gerbils
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Bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) provide benefits for speech perception in noise and directional hearing, but users typically show poor
sensitivity to interaural time differences (ITDs). Possible explanations for this deficit are deafness-induced degradations in neural ITD
sensitivity, between-ear mismatches in electrode positions or activation sites, or differences in binaural brain circuits activated by electric
versus acoustic stimulation. To identify potential limitations of electric ITD coding in the normal-hearing system, responses of
single neurons in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus and in the inferior colliculus to ITDs of electric (biphasic pulses) and
acoustic (noise, clicks, chirps, and tones) stimuli were recorded in normal-hearing gerbils of either sex. To maintain acoustic
sensitivity, electric stimuli were delivered to the round window. ITD tuning metrics (e.g., best ITD) and ITD discrimination
thresholds for electric versus transient acoustic stimuli (clicks, chirps) obtained from the same neurons were not significantly
correlated. Across populations of neurons with similar characteristic frequencies, however, ITD tuning metrics and ITD discrim-
ination thresholds were similar for electric and acoustic stimuli and largely independent of the spectrotemporal properties of the
acoustic stimuli when measured in the central range of ITDs. The similarity of acoustic and electric ITD coding on the population
level in animals with normal hearing experience suggests that poorer ITD sensitivity in bilateral CI users compared with normal-
hearing listeners is likely due to deprivation-induced changes in neural ITD coding rather than to differences in the binaural brain
circuits involved in the processing of electric and acoustic ITDs.
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Introduction
In normal-hearing listeners, interaural time differences (ITDs)
are the dominant cue for localizing sounds containing low fre-

quencies in azimuth (Wightman and Kistler, 1992; Macpherson
and Middlebrooks, 2002). In bilateral cochlear implant (CI) us-
ers, ITD discrimination is typically poorer than in normal-
hearing listeners and highly variable across subjects. The range of
stimulus conditions (e.g., stimulus rates) over which ITD sensi-
tivity is observed is restricted in bilateral CI users and, even under
optimal conditions (i.e., direct stimulation through a single in-
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Significance Statement

Small differences in the arrival time of sound at the two ears (interaural time differences, ITDs) provide important cues for speech
understanding in noise and directional hearing. Deaf subjects with bilateral cochlear implants obtain only little benefit from ITDs.
It is unclear whether these limitations are due to between-ear mismatches in activation sites, differences in binaural brain circuits
activated by electric versus acoustic stimulation, or deafness-induced degradations in neural ITD processing. This study is the first
to directly compare electric and acoustic ITD coding in neurons of known characteristic frequencies. In animals with normal
hearing, populations of auditory brainstem and midbrain neurons demonstrate general similarities in electric and acoustic ITD
coding, suggesting similar underlying central auditory processing mechanisms.
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teraural electrode pair), only few CI users achieve ITD sensitivity
similar to that in normal-hearing listeners (for review, Kan and
Litovsky, 2015; Laback et al., 2015). Benefits from bilateral CIs
compared with monaural CIs are mainly based on attending to
the ear with the better signal-to-noise ratio (Litovsky et al., 2006;
Ricketts et al., 2006) and on using interaural level differences
(Seeber and Fastl, 2008; Aronoff et al., 2010; van Hoesel, 2012;
ILDs). One possible explanation for poorer ITD discrimination
in bilateral CI users compared with normal-hearing listeners are
deafness-induced degradations in neural ITD sensitivity (for
studies in cats, see Tillein et al., 2010 and Hancock et al., 2010,
2013; for a study in humans, see Litovsky et al., 2010). Other
possible explanations are between-ear mismatches in electrode
positions or activation sites of auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) (He
et al., 2012; Hu and Dietz, 2015; Joshi et al., 2017) or differences
in the binaural brain circuits activated by electric versus acoustic
stimulation.

Studies in bilaterally implanted adult cats with short deafness
durations (7–14 d) showed that a high proportion of neurons in
the inferior colliculus (IC) was sensitive to ITDs of electric pulse
trains. However, some ITD tuning metrics of these neurons for
electric stimuli [best ITD, ITD at maximum slope (ITDms)] dif-
fered significantly from those obtained for acoustic broadband
noise in normal-hearing cats (Smith and Delgutte, 2007). The
characteristic frequencies (CFs) of neurons in the deafened ani-
mals could not be determined, and it remained unclear whether
differences in the CF or the short deafness durations in the elec-
trically stimulated animals were responsible for the observed dis-
crepancies between electric and acoustic ITD tuning. Moreover,
although general similarities in neural ITD sensitivity in the IC to
acoustic broadband and narrowband stimuli have been reported
(Yin et al., 1986; Carney and Yin, 1989; Plauška et al., 2017),
different spectrotemporal acoustic stimulus properties likely in-
fluence neural ITD coding.

To identify intrinsic differences between electric and acoustic
ITD coding, basic ITD tuning features and neural ITD discrimi-
nation thresholds to electric stimulation of the round window
(biphasic pulses) and to acoustic stimulation with sounds of dif-
ferent spectral (narrowband tones versus broadband noise,
clicks, and chirps) and temporal properties (sustained tones and
noise versus transient clicks and chirps) were characterized for
the central range of ITDs in overlapping populations of predom-
inantly low-frequency neurons in normal-hearing gerbils.

Human studies have used trains of brief, bandlimited acoustic
pulses to mimic the spectrotemporal properties of pulsatile elec-
tric stimuli (McKay and Carlyon, 1999; Majdak et al., 2006; Kan
et al., 2013). If similar mechanisms are involved in the binaural
processing of transient stimuli of either mode, then responses to
acoustic and electric stimuli should display similar ITD charac-
teristics. In the present study, this hypothesis was tested by com-
paring ITD processing of electric pulses with that of acoustic
clicks and chirps in the same neurons.

Acoustic studies have shown that ITD response properties of
neurons in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL)
and the IC are similar (Kuwada et al., 2006). Electric and acoustic
stimulation might engage different binaural excitatory and inhib-
itory brain circuits that may affect ITD processing of electric
stimuli in DNLL and IC differently. Therefore, neural responses
to ITDs of electric and acoustic stimuli were compared in the two
nuclei.

On the population level, the basic nature of neural ITD pro-
cessing in normal-hearing animals was similar for both stimulus
modes and largely independent of the spectrotemporal proper-

ties of the acoustic stimuli. However, for a given neuron, acoustic
ITD coding did not predict electric ITD coding. The characteris-
tic features of electric and acoustic ITD processing were similar in
DNLL and IC.

Materials and Methods
Surgical procedures
All experiments were performed in accordance with the German animal
welfare law (54-2531.01-13/07, 55.2-2531.01-37/08, and 55.2-2531.01-
42/13). Adult Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) of either sex
were bilaterally implanted with round window electrodes at the time of
the experiment. All surgical procedures and electrophysiological record-
ings were conducted under general anesthesia. Animals were initially
sedated by intraperitoneal injection [7.5 �l/g bodyweight (BW)] using a
mixture of ketamine (7.5 mg/ml), xylazine (1.3 mg/ml), glucose (16.1
mg/ml), and NaCl (48.4 mg/ml). Anesthesia was maintained at an
areflexic level using a continuous subcutaneous infusion via a syringe
pump (3.2 �l/g BW/h). Body temperature was maintained at �37°C
using a feedback-controlled heating blanket (BC4; Thomas Wulf Elek-
tronik). Dexamethasone (3 �g/g BW/6 h) and glycopyrrolate (0.011 �g/g
BW/12 h) were administered subcutaneously to prevent brain edema and
to reduce salivation, respectively. Respiration rate and reflexes were
monitored regularly during the experiment.

Before implantation of the round window electrodes, normal acoustic
sensitivity was confirmed by the presence of acoustically evoked auditory
brainstem responses (aABRs) to clicks at �40 dB peak sound pressure
level (pSPL) (for details, see “ABRs” section). For implantation, the skin
was incised along the midline of the skull and postauricularly on both
sides. A metal headpost was fixed to the cranium using a bone screw
(1.6 � 2.4 mm; Plastics One) and dental hybrid composite (Charisma;
Heraeus). On both sides, the tympanic bulla was opened, and a custom-
made electrode with a single ball-shaped contact (diameter �0.3 mm;
MedEl) was inserted into the round window niche and secured in place
using cyanoacrylate tissue adhesive (Vetbond; 3M Animal Care Prod-
ucts). A reference electrode was placed in the neck muscle behind each
bulla. The round window approach offered two important advantages
for the present study: First, acoustic sensitivity in the implanted ears was
maintained and thus allowed for both acoustic and electric stimulation of
the cochlea. Second, monopolar round window stimulation activates
neurons across the entire tonotopic axis, including low-frequency ITD-
sensitive neurons (Leake et al., 1995). Successful implantation was con-
firmed by electrically evoked ABRs (eABRs) to electric pulses (for details,
see “ABRs” section).

The animal was then mounted in a modified stereotaxic frame (David
Kopf Instruments). A craniotomy (�2.5 � 2 mm 2) was performed �1
mm left of the midline of the skull and just caudal to bregma. The crani-
otomy was extended caudally to the rostral aspect of the transverse sinus,
and the dura was removed.

After the electrophysiological recordings, animals were killed by an
overdose of anesthesia and transcardially perfused with a buffered NaCl
solution, followed by a 4% paraformaldehyde solution. After 2 d in sucrose
solution, the brain was frozen at �20°C and processed histologically.

Stimuli, stimulus generation, and calibration
For acoustic stimulation, pure tones (50 ms, 5 ms cos 2 rise/fall time),
broadband unfiltered white noise (100 ms, 5 ms cos 2 rise/fall time),
trains of monophasic square-wave unfiltered condensation clicks (100
�s), and trains of upward frequency-modulated sweeps (“chirps”) were
used. The frequency range of the chirp was narrower than that tested by
Earl and Chertoff (2012), but the rate of the frequency change was iden-
tical. The frequency of the chirp was swept from 160 Hz to 20 kHz in 3.23
ms to compensate for the cochlear traveling wave delay and to achieve
simultaneous activation along the gerbil’s basilar membrane (for details,
see Earl and Chertoff, 2012). For electric stimulation, biphasic square-
wave pulses (80 �s/phase, 10 �s interphase interval, cathodic leading)
were used.

Acoustic and electric stimuli were digitally generated by a real-time
processor (RX8; Tucker-Davies Technologies; 100 k samples/s). Acoustic
stimuli were passed through a programmable attenuator (PA5; Tucker-
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Davies Technologies), amplified (AMP84; Thomas Wulf Elektronik) and
delivered by closed-field speakers (Eartone 5A 50�; Etymotic) that were
sealed to the external meati. Before each recording experiment, acoustic
clicks were calibrated to dB pSPL (Burkard, 2006) using a custom-made
20 �l coupler (silicone tube) and a probe microphone (4182; Brüel &
Kjær). The acoustic output of the speaker was amplified (Nexus 2690;
Brüel & Kjær) and digitized (200 k samples/s, RX6). Tone stimuli were
calibrated in a frequency-specific manner to dB SPL using white noise
(2 s). Its spectrum was obtained by fast Fourier transformation and cor-
rected for the known frequency response of the probe microphone. Elec-
tric stimuli were passed through a multichannel attenuator (ATT20;
Thomas Wulf Elektronik) and delivered to the round window electrode
through a custom-made, optically isolated current source (ICS5;
Thomas Wulf Elektronik). Electric stimulation levels in dB were cali-
brated relative to 100 �A peak to peak (�App).

ABRs
All recordings were performed in a double-walled, sound-attenuated,
and electrically shielded chamber (Industrial Acoustics). To assess neural
sensitivity to both acoustic and electric stimulation of the cochleae,
aABRs and eABRs were measured monaurally to low rate (21 Hz) acous-
tic clicks and electric pulses, respectively (for details see “Stimuli, stimu-
lus generation, and calibration” section; Wiegner et al., 2016). For eABR
measures, electric pulses alternated in polarity to minimize the stimulus
artifact. Subcutaneous electrodes were placed in the ipsilateral neck (ac-
tive), the snout (reference), and the back (ground) of the animal. ABRs
were recorded using Tucker-Davies Technologies System 3 hardware and
software (BioSigRP: 21 Hz, 500 –1500 repetitions). Stimuli were ampli-
fied (RA4LI), digitized (RA4PA; 25 k samples/s), and filtered (RX5: 300 –
3000 Hz, 50 Hz notch filter). The ABR threshold was defined as the lowest
stimulation level that evoked a reproducible response according to visual
criteria. Before and after implantation, all animals included in this study
showed normal sensitivity to acoustic clicks (threshold criterion �40 dB
pSPL). Differences in eABR thresholds between the two ears were �3 dB.

Single neuron recordings
Single neuron responses were recorded extracellularly using tungsten
microelectrodes (impedance 4 –7 M�; Microprobe). The recording elec-
trode was tilted from medial to lateral by 5° and gradually advanced from
dorsomedial to ventrolateral into the IC and DNLL using a remotely
controlled piezoelectric microdrive (PM 101; Märzhäuser) held in a
modified micromanipulator (David Kopf Instruments). Recordings

were amplified (RA16AC; Tucker-Davies Technologies), digitized (25 k
samples/s, RA16PA; Tucker-Davies Technologies), filtered (RX5;
Tucker-Davies Technologies; 600 –7000 Hz), and stored on a PC. Isola-
tion of action potentials (spikes) from single neurons was verified by
shape stability and offline spike cluster analysis (Brainware; Tucker-
Davies Technologies; see Fig. 2B).

Typically, either 100 ms noise bursts or low-rate electric pulses [2–10
pulses per second (pps)] were delivered monaurally and binaurally and
used as search stimuli. Once a single neuron was isolated, 50 or 100 ms
pure tones were presented monaurally and diotically (zero ITD and zero
ILD) at randomized frequency-level combinations ranging from 0.2 to
20 kHz (2–5 steps/octave) and from 0 to 80 dB SPL (10 dB steps) to
determine the neuron’s frequency-level response area and CF (i.e., the
tone frequency that elicited responses at the lowest sound level). To
characterize the neuron’s ITD response type (for details, see “ITD tun-
ing” section), ITD sensitivity to pure tones (50 ms) was assessed by
presenting a matrix of stimulus frequencies and ITDs at �20 dB above
the diotic threshold at CF. Five frequencies centered around the fre-
quency that elicited the maximum modulation in spike rate across ITDs
[best ITD frequency (BFITD); see Fig. 1A] were then presented over a
range of ITDs that was equivalent to at least two cycles of the stimulus
frequency and 10 interaural phase differences (IPDs) per cycle (Pecka et
al., 2008). If necessary, the stimulus level was adjusted to increase spike
rate modulation to different ITDs.

Rate-level functions for monaural and diotic stimulation with single
electric pulses (1 or 2 dB steps) were used to determine the electric dy-
namic range (level range for the 10 –90% range of driven spike rate) and
response threshold (the level at 10% of driven spike rate). Rate-level
functions for acoustic clicks, chirps, and noise were derived using sound
levels between 0 and 80 dB (p)SPL in steps of 5 or 10 dB that were
presented in random order.

To allow for stimulus-locked responses and to avoid onset-only re-
sponses of IC and DNLL neurons to repetitive stimuli, ITD sensitivity for
transient stimuli (electric pulses, acoustic clicks, and chirps) was typically
tested with low-rate (20 pps) periodic stimulus trains of 300 ms duration,
presented every 600 ms. Electric pulse trains were presented at 1– 4 dB
above the diotic threshold for single pulses, and acoustic click and chirp
trains were usually presented at 20 dB above the diotic threshold for
single stimuli. If necessary, stimulus level and stimulus rate (typically
between 10 and 40 pps) were adjusted to increase ITD sensitivity. ITD

Figure 1. Responses of a single peak-type neuron to ITDs of pure tones. A, ITD functions in response to tones of five different frequencies. The spike rate is maximally modulated at a BFITD of 900
Hz (black). B, Corresponding best IPDs were calculated via vector analysis and are plotted against tone frequency to calculate the CP and CD.
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sensitivity for noise was tested using single 100 ms noise bursts presented
every 350 – 400 ms at �10 –20 dB above the diotic threshold.

ITDs for broadband stimuli (electric pulses, acoustic clicks, chirps,
and noise) typically covered ranges from �1500 to �3000 �s with step
sizes of 100 –200 �s. Positive ITD values refer to contralateral leading
stimuli and negative ITDs to ipsilateral leading stimuli. In low-CF neu-
rons, ITD functions for acoustic stimuli and for electrophonic responses
to electric stimuli can show multiple peaks that occur at intervals that are
approximately equal to 1/CF (Yin et al., 1986, 1987; Carney and Yin,
1989; see Figs. 2E, 3 A, B, D, F,H ). Because of time constraints in single-
unit recordings, the ITD ranges for broadband stimuli did not always
cover two full cycles of the CF. In the case of narrowly tuned neurons, the
ITD range was reduced to as low as �200 �s with step sizes of 10 –25 �s
to improve the resolution. ITDs were always presented in random order.
Typically, each stimulus was repeated 20 times.

Responses of single neurons were usually not available for all stimulus
types because neurons were lost before recordings were complete or
because neurons did not respond to all stimuli. Moreover, in initial ex-
periments, a neuron was not always tested for ITD sensitivity to broad-
band stimuli if it was not ITD sensitive to tones. This resulted in a bias
toward low-CF neurons (�2 kHz; see “CF” section in Results). In later
experiments, the sequence of recordings was flexible and, if time permit-
ted, all neurons were tested for ITD sensitivity to broadband stimuli. This
increased the number of high-CF neurons (�2 kHz).

Electrophonic versus electroneural responses
Electric stimulation of the hearing cochlea can evoke both electrophonic
responses that closely resemble responses to acoustic stimulation and
electroneural responses that result from direct electric activation of the
auditory nerve. Compared with electrophonic responses, electroneural
responses are characterized by higher thresholds, shorter latencies,
higher synchronization to the electric stimulus, and narrower dynamic
ranges (Moxon, 1971; Hartmann et al., 1984; Lusted and Simmons, 1984;
van den Honert and Stypulkowski, 1984; Miller et al., 2006; Vollmer et
al., 2008; Sato et al., 2016).

To ensure that the reported data were restricted to those obtained with
electroneural activation, responses to electric pulses were evaluated over
large ranges of stimulus current. For the neurons included, electric re-
sponse thresholds were usually �200 �App, and the responses displayed
narrow dynamic ranges (typically between 2 and 6 dB). Response thresh-
olds and dynamic ranges were similar to those for electroneural re-
sponses recorded in a different cohort of deafened gerbils (Wiegner et al.,
2016). Moreover, some of the animals included in this study were deaf-
ened after collecting the data for this study, and subsequent responses to
electric stimulation of the deaf cochleae were recorded. Within-animal
comparisons confirmed the similarity in response patterns, thresholds,
and dynamic ranges before and after deafening. Across the entire dy-
namic range, single-neuron responses to electric stimulation were
strongly synchronized and displayed no abrupt changes in latency with
increasing stimulus current. Again, these observations argue for electro-
neural responses.

Poststimulus time histograms (PSTHs) constructed from the re-
sponses of low-CF ANFs to clicks show multiple peaks occurring at in-
tervals of �1/CF (Kiang et al., 1965; Pfeiffer and Kim, 1972; Carney and
Yin, 1988; Guinan et al., 2005; for review, see Heil and Peterson, 2015).
The PSTHs of ANFs to electric pulses can also show such multiple peaks
if the responses are of electrophonic origin. These peaks should be re-
flected as multiple peaks in the ITD functions of DNLL and IC neurons.
However, in the present study, the ITD functions for electric stimuli did
not display multiple peaks even when recorded over a range of ITDs
sufficiently wide to include 2/CF (see Figs. 2 E, F, 3A–C, E, G, 4C). Also,
none of the PSTHs of IC neurons to single monaural and diotic electric
pulses had multiple peaks at intervals of 1/CF (data not shown). These
response patterns support direct electroneural rather than electrophonic
activation.

In addition, within the narrow dynamic ranges typical for direct elec-
troneural responses, the currents used to obtain ITD functions were
usually set close to saturation. These relatively high currents and the use
of monopolar (round window) stimulation further reduce the probabil-

ity of electrophonic responses to electric pulses (Moxon, 1971; Lusted
and Simmons, 1984; van den Honert and Stypulkowski, 1984). The re-
sponse patterns of the reported neurons to electric stimulation were
consistent with direct electroneural activation.

Data analysis
ITD sensitivity. Spike rates were plotted against ITD to obtain ITD func-
tions (see Figs. 1, 2, 3,4). To characterize ITD sensitivity independently of
the shape of the ITD function, an ANOVA calculation derived from the
raw spike counts for each ITD and each stimulus trial (Hancock et al.,
2010) was performed. Onset responses were included in the spike count
calculation. For each neuron, the ratio of the variance of the mean re-
sponse attributable to changes in ITD to the total variance of the response
across all repetitions and ITDs was determined (ITD signal to total vari-
ance ratio, STVR). STVR values range from 0 (when the mean response is
the same for all ITDs) to 1 (when a stimulus with a given ITD elicits the
same number of spikes on every presentation, when this is true for all
ITDs, and when the mean number of spikes is not the same for all ITDs).
Neural responses were defined as ITD sensitive and analyzed further if
there were significant differences in the mean number of spikes across the
ITDs tested (F test, p � 0.025; Hancock et al., 2010).

ITD tuning. For ITD-sensitive neurons, the shapes of ITD functions in
response to electric pulses and acoustic clicks, chirps, and noise were
categorized using four fitting functions (peak, trough, biphasic, and sig-
moid; criterion: R 2 � 0.314; Smith and Delgutte, 2007; see Fig. 4). Each
ITD function was assigned to the category that provided the best fit (i.e.,
the smallest sum of squared errors). The fitting functions of peak shape
and biphasic ITD functions possess three parameters that characterize
ITD tuning: best ITD (ITD at maximum spike rate), half-width as a
measure of sharpness of tuning (ITD range at half-height of the Gaussian
fit for peak shape functions and of the positive-going component for
biphasic functions; Hancock et al., 2013), and ITDms (ITD at the steepest
slope where the spike rate is most sensitive to changes in ITD; for peak-
shape ITD functions, ITDms was determined from the slope closest to
zero ITD).

ITD functions for clicks, chirps, and noise can have multiple peaks (see
Figs. 2 E, F, 3 A, B, D, F,H ). Multipeak ITD functions that could not be
fitted unambiguously (criterion: R 2 � 0.314) were excluded from shape
categorization, and ITD tuning metrics were not determined (see Fig.
3 D, F ). If the ITD functions displayed a single dominant peak (or
trough), then the best fit was used for shape categorization (see Fig. 3H ).

ITD functions for pure tones typically have multiple peaks (see Fig.
1A) and were categorized as peak type, trough type, or intermediate type
based on their characteristic phase (CP, see below). For each stimulus
frequency, the best IPD and vector strength were analyzed using a vector
analysis (Goldberg and Brown, 1969; Yin and Kuwada, 1983a). Best IPD
(criterion p � 0.001; Raleigh test; Mardia, 1972) was plotted against
stimulus frequency. A nonweighted least-squares linear regression was
calculated if at least three IPD values were available (see Fig. 1B). The
linearity of the IPD versus frequency relationship was assessed using the
mean-square-error evaluation described by Yin and Kuwada (1983b).
Using this method, 91% (126/139) of the neurons displayed linearity.
This proportion is similar to the 93% reported by Siveke et al. (2006),
who used a weighted mean-square-error measure (Kuwada et al., 1987).
The CP is defined as the y-intercept of the regression line at 0 Hz and
describes the mean interaural phase at which the characteristic delay
(CD) occurs; that is, where the ITD functions for different frequencies
display constant relative amplitude (Yin and Kuwada, 1983b; Kuwada et
al., 1987). CP values at or near 0 cycles (between 0 and �0.18 cycles)
indicate CDs at or close to the peaks of the ITD functions (peak-type
neurons). In contrast, CP values near 0.5 cycles (within �0.17 of �0.5
cycles) indicate CDs at or close to the troughs of the ITD functions
(trough-type neurons). Intermediate-type neurons are characterized by
CP values between 0.18 and 0.33 and between �0.18 and �0.33 cycles.
Thus, unlike ITD functions for electric pulses and acoustic clicks, chirps,
and noise (see Fig. 4), the ITD functions for tones were not categorized
based on the shape fit and were, therefore, not included in the quantita-
tive analysis of response shapes shown in Figure 5A. However, to
compare tuning metrics quantitatively across all stimuli, best ITD, half-
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width, and ITDms for tones were calculated based on the peak fit (posi-
tive Gaussian function; Smith and Delgutte, 2007) to the most central
peak of the tone ITD function at BFITD (Fig. 4A, central peak data are
from the neuron in Fig. 1A). Because ITD tuning metrics in response to
tones largely depend on stimulus frequency, the following analyses con-
servatively focus only on peak-type neurons. These neurons typically
display the maximal responses to tones (i.e., best ITD) at the same ITD or
at similar ITDs across frequencies (Yin and Chan, 1990; Batra et al., 1997;
Joris and Yin, 1998).

Neural discrimination thresholds. A modified version of the standard
separation D, originally proposed by Sakitt (1973), was used to estimate
ITD discrimination of single neurons. The modified measure is analo-
gous to d	 used in psychophysical studies to quantify discrimination
performance and is given by the following equation:

DITD,ITD
�ITD �
|�ITD � �ITD
�ITD|

���ITD
2 � �ITD
�ITD

2 / 2
,

where �ITD and �ITD
�ITD are the means of the spike counts at two
different ITDs, and �ITD and �ITD
�ITD are their corresponding SDs.
The geometric mean of variances in the original definition of standard
separation D (Sakitt, 1973) was replaced by the arithmetic mean to avoid
invalid equations in cases where the spike count variance is zero for one
of the ITDs (Smith and Delgutte, 2007). The neural discrimination
threshold (NDT) is defined as the difference in ITD relative to a reference
ITD that is required for the standard separation D to reach a value of one.
NDT was computed in both positive and negative directions relative to a
reference of 0 ITD. Only the lowest of these two NDTs is reported in
Figure 11.

When recorded from the same neurons, responses to acoustic clicks
and chirps were similar for any of the measures extracted (i.e., ITD tun-
ing metrics, NDTs; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, all p � 0.18). Neverthe-
less, data obtained in response to clicks and chirps will be reported
separately in the following population analyses and will only be pooled
for within-neuron comparisons between electric pulses and acoustic
clicks or chirps.

Recording sites and histology
In each animal, we determined the locations of the recording sites by
stereotaxic coordinates relative to lambda. To identify the recording sites
and to assign them to either IC or DNLL, 2–3 electrolytic lesions (8 �A,
2.5–3 min) were made while the electrode was withdrawn.

Brains were sectioned in coronal orientation (25–50 �m thickness)
and stained with Berliner Blau and Nissl using a standard protocol. Using
light microscopy, the lesion sites and/or the track of the recording elec-
trode were photographed, and the recording locations were determined
based on the coordinates.

In some cases, the locations of DNLL and IC could also be identified
using physiological criteria. When advanced ventrally, the electrode typ-
ically encountered a silent zone (width �500 �m) between the ventral
part of the IC and the dorsal part of the DNLL, where no neurons could
be isolated. The following entry into the DNLL was marked by an abrupt
increase in spontaneous activity and neuronal discharge rates (Kuwada et
al., 2006).

Experimental design and statistical analysis
The study compares ITD characteristics (best ITD, half-width, ITDms,
NTD) of single neurons in response to five stimulus types (electric pulses,
acoustic clicks, chirps, noise, and tones) (for details, see “Database” sec-
tion in Results).

The data were tested for normality and equal variance (SigmaPlot
13.0). If these conditions were not met, the nonparametric Kruskal–
Wallis (K–W) test was used, followed by Dunn’s test for pairwise multi-
ple comparisons. Results are reported as medians � quartile deviation
( Q). If the samples were partially dependent and the data were suffi-
ciently normal, a one-way ANOVA was used with neurons as random
effects [restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimates of the vari-
ances; JMP 13.2], followed by Bonferroni-adjusted multiple t tests with
random effects. In the case of skewed data (half-width and NDT), the
measures were log-transformed to approach normality. For the compar-

ison of neuronal responses from DNLL and IC, the Mann–Whitney
rank-sum test was used. For matched-pairs comparisons of neural re-
sponses to acoustic clicks or chirps and electric pulses, the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was used. For categorial data distributions, the 	 2 test or
the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (K–S) was used.

Results
Database
This report includes recordings from 183 single neurons in 48
normal-hearing gerbils. The number of neurons per animal var-
ied between 1 and 11, with an average and SD of 3.8 � 2.9.
Seventy-one (39%) of these neurons were located in the IC, 83
(45%) in the DNLL, and 29 (16%) could not unambiguously be
assigned to either IC or DNLL because anatomical (electrolytic
lesions) or physiological identification was not available. For each
stimulus type, at least 74% of the recorded ITD functions exhib-
ited significant ITD sensitivity.

Shapes of ITD functions and ITD response types
Figure 2A shows responses of an example IC neuron to low-rate
(20 pps) trains of electric pulses (left), acoustic clicks (middle),
and acoustic chirps (right). ITDs varied between � 1900 �s. For
all three stimulus types, the neuron’s responses were locked to the
stimuli and clearly varied with the ITD, with a preference for
positive ITDs (contralateral leading, i.e., corresponding to loca-
tions in the contralateral hemifield). Stable spike waveforms and
isolation of response clusters in the feature space (Fig. 2B) re-
vealed that the responses to the different stimuli were obtained
from the same neuron. Figure 2C displays the corresponding ITD
functions for the three stimulus types. All three functions nearly
overlap, are peak shaped, and narrowly tuned with a best ITD
around 
220 �s. Nonetheless, when recorded from the same
neuron, ITD functions for transient stimuli of different modes
can clearly differ. Figure 2D–F, shows ITD functions for electric
pulses and acoustic clicks from three other neurons. These func-
tions display different ITD tuning widths and best ITDs for the
different stimulus modes. Moreover, in low-CF neurons, ITD
functions for acoustic stimuli can have multiple peaks that occur
at intervals of �1/CF (Yin et al., 1986, 1987; Carney and Yin,
1989; Fig. 2E; see also Fig. 3A,B,D,F,H). Multiple peaks were not
observed in ITD functions for electric pulses, consistent with the
notion that the responses were evoked by electroneural rather
than electrophonic activation (Fig. 2C–F; see also Figs. 3A–
C,E,G, 4C,D). A multipeak ITD function for clicks was observed
in one high-CF neuron (Fig. 2F). In this case, however, the peaks
did not occur at intervals of 1/CF, so the underlying mechanisms
are likely not related to cochlear frequency selectivity.

For the broadband stimuli, the shapes of the ITD functions of
ITD sensitive neurons in normal-hearing animals were assigned
to one of four categories (peak, trough, sigmoid, or biphasic) that
were previously used to categorize data from bilaterally deafened
and implanted cats (Smith and Delgutte, 2007; Hancock et al.,
2010, 2013). Figure 4 shows examples of the four shape catego-
ries. Each ITD function was assigned to the category that pro-
vided the best fit (see Materials and Methods). Because the
distributions of shape categories of DNLL and IC neurons did not
differ for any of the stimuli tested (K–S, all p � 0.05), shape
categories were pooled across all neurons for further analysis.
Figure 5A shows the fraction of each shape category for electric
pulses, acoustic clicks, chirps, and noise. Peak-shape ITD func-
tions were the most common independent of the stimulus mode
(electric/acoustic) or the temporal properties (transient or sus-
tained) of the broadband acoustic stimuli.
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For tone stimulation, the ITD response types (not the shapes)
of neurons are typically categorized based on a vector analysis
(Fig. 1; Yin and Kuwada, 1983a; see Materials and Methods). ITD
response types to tones are often thought to be associated with
specific neural mechanisms underlying ITD sensitivity. Peak-
type neurons are associated with the coincidence of binaural ex-
citatory inputs in the medial superior olive (MSO), whereas

trough-type neurons are thought to reflect ipsilateral excitation
and contralateral inhibition, as found in the lateral superior olive
(LSO) (Yin and Chan, 1990; Batra et al., 1997; Joris and Yin,
1998). Neurons with ITD functions deviating from peak or
trough type may receive inputs from different brainstem nuclei
or inputs from several MSO neurons with different best ITDs
(McAlpine et al., 1998; Siveke et al., 2006). However, some stud-

Figure 2. Responses of single neurons to ITDs of transient electric and acoustic stimuli. A, Raster plots showing responses of a single neuron to trains of electric pulses (left), acoustic clicks
(middle), and chirps (right) presented at different ITDs (gray and white bars). The stimulus train is identical for all three stimuli (6 stimuli, 20 pps) and is shown below the plot for electric pulses. B,
Spike waveforms and feature spaces for the same responses as in A. Isolation of spikes from single neurons was verified by the stability of the spike shape and offline feature space analysis for spike
clusters. C, Peak-shape ITD functions of the same neuron as in A in response to electric pulses, acoustic clicks, and chirps. To compare the shapes of the ITD functions, each function was normalized
to its minimum and maximum. In this example, the ITD functions for all three stimulus types and both stimulus modes are peak shaped and similar. D–F, ITD functions of three other neurons for
electric pulses and acoustic clicks. Functions for both stimulus modes differ with respect to tuning width and/or best ITD. ITD functions for acoustic clicks can display multiple peaks that are not
observed for electric pulses (E, F ).
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Figure 3. Differences in ITD functions for electric versus acoustic broadband stimuli are consistent with electroneural activation by electric pulses. A, B, ITD functions of two single neurons for
electric pulses and acoustic noise each. ITD functions for electric pulses show only a single peak, whereas those for acoustic noise can have multiple peaks. C–H, ITD functions for three pairs of neurons
with similar CFs (C/D, E/F, G/H ) for electric and broadband acoustic stimuli. ITD functions for electric pulses display a single peak or trough (C, E, G), consistent with electroneural but not with
electrophonic activation. In contrast, ITD functions for noise (D), clicks (F ), and chirps (H ) can have multiple peaks. Stimulus type and CF are listed for each neuron. Gray function in H displays Gaussian
fit to the central peak of the ITD function.
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ies found trough-type neurons in the MSO (Day and Semple,
2011) and intermediate-type neurons in the MSO and LSO (Ba-
tra et al., 1997) and therefore call into question a simple associa-
tion between response types and underlying mechanisms.

The distribution of ITD response types is shown in Figure 5B.
Peak-type neurons were most common (56/126, 44%), followed
by intermediate-type neurons (36/129, 29%) and trough-type
neurons (34/126, 27%). The dominance of peak-type neurons is
consistent with previous studies of pure tone ITD processing in
DNLL and IC (Kuwada et al., 2006; Siveke et al., 2006).

In Figure 5C, the shapes of ITD functions in response to the
different broadband stimuli were related to the neurons’ corre-
sponding ITD response types to tones. Because the distributions
of shape categories versus response types were similar for clicks
and chirps, data for these two transient acoustic stimuli were
pooled. For neurons with peak-shape ITD functions, the propor-
tions of corresponding tone-evoked ITD response types were
similar across the three groups of broadband stimuli (	 2 test, p �
0.05): For all three broadband stimuli, 52–57% of neurons with
peak-shape ITD functions were associated with peak-type neu-
rons, 25–30% were associated with trough-type neurons, and
19 –22% with intermediate-type neurons.

Even if data for peak-type and intermediate-type neurons
were pooled and peak-shape functions were combined with bi-

Figure 4. Shapes of ITD functions vary across neurons. Shape categorization of raw data (black functions) was based on four fitting functions (gray) as follows. A, Peak shape (positive Gaussian function;
data are identical to the central peak at BFITD, 900 Hz, in Fig. 1A). B, Biphasic shape (difference of two Gaussians). Inset shows the ITD function over an extended ITD range. C, Trough shape (negative Gaussian).
D, Sigmoid shape for monotonic ITD functions. The fits for peak shape (A) and biphasic ITD functions (B) were used to determine the parameters of interest: best ITD (ITD at maximum response); half-width (ITD
range at half-height); ITDms (ITD at maximum slope) (for details, see “ITD tuning” section in Materials and Methods). Gray area indicates the physiological ITD range in the gerbil (�135 �s). Each fit was
normalized to its minimum and maximum. The stimuli used to measure ITD tuning and the neuron’s CF are noted in each panel. CF was not available for the neuron in D.

Table 1. Statistical comparisons of CF, ITD tuning metrics, and NDTs for electric and
acoustic stimulation between DNLL and IC
Stimulus DNLL N IC N p

CF (Hz)

Electric pulses 900 � 341 25 800 � 375 33 0.21

Click/chirp 800 � 413 21 700 � 230 37 0.43

Noise 900 � 325 43 900 � 300 55 0.13

Tone (peak only) 900 � 200 70 900 � 255 62 0.39

Best ITD (�s)

Electric pulses 129 � 111 22 115 � 120 25 0.68

Click/chirp 166 � 71 19 142 � 47 28 0.63

Noise 163 � 74 35 185 � 90 40 0.9

Tone (peak only) 185 � 156 21 130 � 107 28 0.38

Half-width (�s)

Electric pulses 290 � 218 22 470 � 173 25 0.09

Click/chirp 535 � 227 19 468 � 159 28 0.58

Noise 375 � 130 37 376 � 113 40 0.82

Tone (peak only) 493 � 218 21 534 � 173 28 0.66

ITDms (�s)

Electric pulses �37 � 34 22 �1 � 78 25 0.32

Click/chirp �157 � 145 19 �50 � 96 28 0.35

Noise �30 � 104 37 �2 � 54 42 0.88

Tone (peak only) �52 � 160 21 �46 � 95 28 0.68

NDT (�s)

Electric pulses 73 � 77 21 129 � 63 23 0.24

Click/chirp 129 � 62 18 111 � 42 28 0.94

Noise 93 � 65 32 114 � 42 37 0.3

Tone (peak only) 117 � 70 19 117 � 70 25 0.92

Data were determined from peak-shape and biphasic ITD functions for electric pulses, acoustic clicks/chirps, and
noise and from peak-type neurons in response to tones. Values are given as median � Q. Statistical comparisons
were performed using the Mann–Whitney rank-sum test. N, Number of neurons.
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phasic functions (data not shown), the results indicate that, in-
dependent of the stimulus mode or the temporal properties of the
acoustic stimuli, the shapes of only �2/3 (67%) of the ITD func-
tions for broadband stimuli predict the corresponding ITD re-
sponse type for tonal stimulation.

ITD tuning metrics
To characterize and compare neuronal ITD tuning across the
different stimulus types quantitatively, three tuning metrics were
derived from the fits of peak shape and biphasic ITD functions:
best ITD, half-width of ITD tuning, and ITDms (Fig. 4A,B). For
tones, only tuning metrics from peak-type neurons were in-
cluded for comparison (see Materials and Methods). The charac-
terization of ITD tuning metrics for tonal stimulation was based
on the peak fit to the most central peak of the function at BFITD

(Figs. 1A, 4A).

DNLL versus IC
The proportion of ITD-sensitive neurons for any given stimulus
did not differ between DNLL and IC (all �73%; 	 2 test, all p �
0.09). Across all stimulus types, there were no differences in ITD
tuning between neurons in the DNLL and the IC for any of the
metrics tested (see Table 1; Mann–Whitney rank-sum test, all p �
0.09). The results for best ITD, half-width, and ITDms were
therefore pooled across the two nuclei for further analyses.

Best ITD
Figure 6A shows the distributions and cu-
mulative probabilities of best ITDs for the
five stimulus types (electric pulses, acous-
tic clicks, chirps, noise, and tones). The
median best ITDs are marked by the inter-
sections of the cumulative probabilities
with the horizontal lines. Across all stim-
ulus types, best ITDs were biased toward
positive values (contralateral leading).
Most ITD functions for electric pulses
(85%), acoustic clicks (88%), chirps
(90%), noise (90%), and tones (70%)
peaked at positive ITDs. For all stimulus
types, the peaks of the distributions fell be-
tween ITDs of 
100 and 
200 �s. More-
over, most best ITDs for electric pulses
(55%), acoustic clicks (56%), chirps (70%),
noise (60%), and tones (57%) lay outside of
the physiologically relevant range of ITDs in
gerbils (�135 �m, gray area; Maki et al.,
2003).

Box plots in Figure 6B show the statis-
tical comparisons of best ITDs for the
same neurons presented in Figure 6A. For
all five stimulus types, median best ITDs
were outside the physiological range (gray
area) and did not differ between stimulus
types (K–W, p � 0.521). Also, the
ANOVA accounting for random (neuro-
nal) effects did not reveal significant dif-
ferences in best ITDs across groups (p �
0.068).

Figure 6C plots best ITDs for electric
pulses versus transient acoustic broad-
band stimuli (pooled click/chirp re-
sponses) for a sample of 38 neurons. The
data points scattered broadly around the
diagonal, and best ITDs for the two stim-

ulus modes were not significantly correlated (linear regression,
R 2 � 0.007, p � 0.274). In contrast, best ITD for tones and noise
(p � 0.001, n � 79) and best ITDs for clicks and noise (p � 0.008,
n � 22) were significantly correlated (data not shown), confirm-
ing previous findings (Yin et al., 1986; Carney and Yin, 1989;
Fitzpatrick et al., 2000).

Figure 6D shows the corresponding matched-pairs compari-
son of best ITDs for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps.
Similar to the population analysis in Figure 6B, the within-
neuron comparison also demonstrated a clear bias toward con-
tralateral leading ITDs for the two modes of stimulation with the
median best ITDs outside of the physiological range. Pairwise
comparisons of electric and acoustic best ITDs determined in the
same cells showed no significant difference in median best ITDs
for the two stimulus modes (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p �
0.212; Fig. 6D).

Best ITD versus CF
In normal-hearing cats, gerbils, and guinea pigs, the best ITDs of
low-frequency IC and MSO neurons to acoustic narrowband and
broadband stimuli tend to be inversely correlated with their CFs
(McAlpine et al., 2001; Hancock and Delgutte, 2004; Joris et al.,
2006; Siveke et al., 2006; Plauška et al., 2017). Figure 7A–D, shows
the relationship between the best ITDs and CFs of neurons that

Figure 5. Distributions of ITD shape categories and response types. A, Fractions of the four different ITD tuning shapes for
broadband stimuli of either mode (electric, acoustic). Numbers in brackets indicate the number of neurons. B, Fractions of ITD
response types for pure tone stimulation. C, Distributions of shape categories of single neurons in response to electric pulses (left),
clicks/chirps (middle), and noise (right) are separately displayed for corresponding ITD response-type categories (peak, trough, and
intermediate) of the same neurons in response to tone stimulation.
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were ITD sensitive to the different stimulus types. As in Figure 6,
best ITDs for electric pulses (Fig. 7A), acoustic clicks/chirps (Fig.
7B), and noise stimuli (Fig. 7C) were derived from peak-shape
and biphasic ITD functions. For tones, the sample includes peak-
type and intermediate-type neurons (Fig. 7D). The dependence
of best ITD on CF was quantified by dividing the neurons into
quintiles based on CF and computing the mean absolute best ITD
for each quintile (red circles). For all stimulus types, the majority
of neurons had best ITDs within half a cycle of their CFs (dashed
lines). Only for tone stimulation, a weak trend of increasing best
ITD with decreasing CF was observed (Fig. 7D). However, a
larger sample of low-frequency neurons (CF �400 Hz) is needed
to thoroughly assess the possibility of a CF dependence of best
ITDs for broadband stimuli of either mode.

Half-width
Figure 8A shows the distributions and cumulative probabilities of
half-widths for the five stimulus types. More than 50% of the
neurons had half-widths �600 �s for clicks, chirps, and tones,
whereas �50% had half-widths �450 �s for electric pulses and
acoustic noise. Box plots in Figure 8B show the corresponding
statistical comparisons of half-widths. Both the K–W and the
ANOVA accounting for random effect (after log transformation
of the data) indicated significant differences in half-widths among
the different groups (both p � 0.001). Subsequent Bonferroni-
adjusted multiple t tests with random effects showed that, indepen-
dent of the stimulus mode, there were no significant differences in

median half-widths between any of the broadband stimuli (all p �
0.06). However, half-widths for electric pulses and noise were signif-
icantly narrower than for tones (p � 0.008 and p � 0.026, respec-
tively). This result is difficult to interpret because half-widths for
tones are inversely correlated with tone frequency.

When recorded from the same neurons, half-widths of ITD
functions for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps scattered
broadly around the diagonal and were not significantly correlated
(R 2 � 0.02, p � 0.349; Fig. 8C). In accordance with the popula-
tion results in Figure 8B, the matched-pairs comparison showed
no significant difference in median half-width for electric pulses
and acoustic clicks/chirps (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.392;
Fig. 8D).

ITDms
Best ITD and half-width determine the ITDms, where changes in
firing rate with changes in ITD are most pronounced. Consistent
with the contralateral bias of best ITDs and the relatively narrow
ITD tuning in normal hearing animals (Figs. 6, 8, respectively),
distributions of ITDms for all stimulus types were centered
around zero ITD, with the peaks of the distribution lying within
the physiological ITD range in gerbil (Fig. 9A). Statistical com-
parisons in Figure 9B demonstrated no differences in the median
ITDms across stimulus types (K–W, p � 0.339; ANOVA account-
ing for random effects, p � 0.611). Median ITDms for all stimu-
lus types lay within the physiological range and occurred at
negative ITDs (ipsilateral leading).

Figure 6. Populations of neurons have similar best ITDs for electric and acoustic stimulation. A, Distributions (black bars) and cumulative probabilities (gray functions) of best ITDs for electric
pulses and acoustic clicks, chirps, noise, and pure tones. Dashed vertical line indicates zero ITD; horizontal line, cumulative probability of 0.5; N, number of neurons; contra, contralateral leading best
ITDs. B, Population statistics of best ITD for electric and acoustic stimuli for the same neurons as in A. n.s., Not significant (K–W, ANOVA accounting for random effects, both p � 0.05). Numbers in
parentheses are the number of ITD-sensitive neurons. C, Plot of best ITDs for electric pulses versus best ITDs for acoustic clicks/chirps of the same neurons. Dashed line indicates equal values. D,
Matched-pairs comparison between best ITDs for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps for the same neurons as in C. n.s., Not significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.212). Gray bars in A–D
indicate the physiological ITD range in the gerbil.
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Figure 9C directly compares ITDms for electric pulses and
acoustic clicks/chirps for a sample of 40 neurons. Consistent with
the findings for best ITD and ITD half-width (Figs. 6C, 8C),
ITDms values for acoustic clicks/chirps and electric pulses scat-
tered broadly around the diagonal and were not significantly cor-
related (R 2 � 0.001, p � 0.855). The matched-pairs comparison
of ITDms values for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps in
this sample of neurons showed no significant difference between
the two stimulus types (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.386;
Fig. 9D).

Population coding
To qualitatively assess the relative effects of stimulus mode and
spectrotemporal stimulus properties on ITD processing, we
tested for differences in population coding across the different
stimulus types. Normalized Gaussian best fits for individual ITD
functions were averaged to obtain population ITD functions for
each of the four stimulus types (Fig. 10). Higher peaks reflect a
higher proportion of ITD functions with similar ITDs. Here, the
ITD function for clicks/chirps demonstrates the highest peak due
to the narrow distribution of best ITDs for these stimuli (Fig.
6A,B). Overall, population ITD tuning was similar across all four
stimulus types: best ITD had a pronounced contralateral bias and

ITD half-width was relatively narrow. As a result, all ITD func-
tions had similarly steep slopes. Neural population coding is an
essential prerequisite for the concept of a “two-channel” model of
directional hearing. According to this model, directional hearing
in the horizontal plane is based on a population code in which the
relative activation of two populations of broadly tuned neurons is
compared between the two brain hemispheres (McAlpine et al.,
2001; McAlpine and Grothe, 2003; Stecker et al., 2005; Devore et
al., 2009; Hancock et al., 2013; Stange et al., 2013) rather than on
ITD tuning characteristics of (sharply tuned) individual neurons.
Assuming that ITD discrimination in a two-channel model is
proportional to the slope of the average ITD function, the ob-
served similarity in population tuning suggests high acuity in ITD
perception in normal-hearing animals that is independent of the
stimulus mode or the spectrotemporal properties of the acoustic
stimuli.

Neural ITD NDTs
To compare neural ITD acuity across the different stimulus types,
NDTs were estimated for each cell and stimulus type by comput-
ing a modified version of the standard separation (Sakitt, 1973;
Smith and Delgutte, 2007; see Materials and Methods) between
each ITD step and a reference ITD. The NDT is defined as the ITD

Figure 7. Best ITDs as a function of CF for neurons that were sensitive to ITDs of electric pulses (A), acoustic clicks/chirps (B), noise (C), and pure tones (D). For tones (D), values are shown
separately for peak-type (gray circle) and intermediate-type neurons (open circle). Red circles in A–D show mean values of absolute best ITD values for each quintile of CFs. Dashed lines indicate half
cycles of CF. Gray bars in A–D indicate physiological ITD range in the gerbil. N, Number of single neurons.
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closest to the reference ITD for which the standard separation
reaches a value of one.

In human studies, ITD discrimination is best for reference
sounds in the front. Therefore, NDTs were calculated for a fixed
reference of zero ITD (Fig. 11). There were no differences in
NDTs between neurons in the DNLL and the IC for any of the
stimulus types tested (Table 1; Mann–Whitney rank-sum test all
p � 0.24). NDTs were therefore pooled across the two nuclei.

Median NDTs did not differ significantly across stimulus
types (electric pulses: 98 � 67 Q �s, click: 127 � 45 �s, chirp:
111 � 43 �s, noise: 112 � 52 �s, tone: 92 � 63 �s; K–W, p �
0.614; Fig. 11A). After log transformation of the data, the
ANOVA accounting for random effects also did not reveal
significant differences between NDTs across stimulus types
( p � 0.560).

Figure 11B directly compares NDTs for electric pulses versus
acoustic clicks/chirps for a sample of 35 neurons. Most values
scattered broadly around the diagonal, and there was no signifi-
cant correlation between NDTs for the two stimulus modes
(R 2 � 0.01, p � 0.537). However, in agreement with the popula-
tion results in Figure 11A, the matched-pairs comparison in the
same sample of neurons revealed no differences in median NDTs
between electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps (129 � 72 Q �s
and 112 � 60 Q �s, respectively; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p �
0.199; Fig. 11C]. Therefore, on a population level, NDTs were

similar across all stimulus types independent of the stimulus
mode or the spectrotemporal characteristics of the acoustic stim-
uli. This similarity in ITD discrimination acuity across the differ-
ent stimulus types is consistent with the similarity in population
ITD tuning described in Figure 10.

CF distribution
To exclude the possibility that potential differences in ITD tuning
and ITD discrimination thresholds have been obscured by differ-
ences in the distributions of CFs for the five stimulus types, the
CFs to diotic stimulation with pure tones were determined for the
majority of ITD-sensitive neurons (154/183, 84%). The CFs
ranged from 0.3 to 14 kHz with a peak between 0.75 and 1 kHz
(Fig. 12C, inset). Because there were no differences in the CFs of
DNLL and IC neurons for any of the four stimulus types tested
(electric pulse, click/chirp, noise, tone; Mann–Whitney rank-
sum test, all p � 0.13; Table 1), CFs were pooled across all neu-
rons for further analysis.

Figure 12A shows the distributions and cumulative probabil-
ities of CFs for the five stimulus types. Data were restricted to
those neurons that fulfilled the inclusion criteria for further anal-
yses (peak shape and biphasic ITD functions for electric pulses,
clicks, chirps, and noise; peak-type neurons for tones; see Mate-
rials and Methods). Neurons that were ITD sensitive to tones had
maximum CFs of �2 kHz, whereas neurons with ITD sensitivity

Figure 8. Population analysis shows similar half-widths for electric and acoustic broadband stimuli. A, Distributions (black bars) and cumulative probabilities (gray functions) of half-widths for
the five stimulus types. Horizontal line indicates the cumulative probability of 0.5; N, number of neurons. B, Population analysis of half-width for electric and acoustic stimuli for the same neurons
as in A [K–W, ANOVA accounting for random effects (log data), both p � 0.001; Bonferroni-adjusted multiple t tests with random effects, *p � 0.026, **p � 0.008]. Numbers in parentheses are
the number of neurons. C, Correlation between neuronal half-widths for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps. Dashed line indicates equal values. D, Matched-pairs comparison between
half-widths for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps for the same neurons as in C. n.s., Not significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.392).
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to broadband stimuli had CFs extending to higher frequencies
(maximum of 14 kHz). Independent of the stimulus mode or the
spectrotemporal properties of the acoustic stimuli, �2/3 of all
ITD sensitive neurons had CFs �1 kHz, and the peak of all CF
distributions was between 750 Hz and 1 kHz. Box plots in Figure
12B show the corresponding statistical comparisons of CFs.
There were no differences in median CFs across the different
stimulus types (K–W, p � 0.116). Because some of the CF values
for different stimulus types were derived from the same neurons,
the samples were partially dependent. Therefore, differences in
CFs were additionally tested for significance using an ANOVA
that accounted for random (neuronal) effects after log transfor-
mation of the data (see Materials and Methods). Also, when ac-
counting for random effects, the ANOVA did not demonstrate
significant differences in the CFs across stimulus types (p �
0.359). These data show that potential differences in ITD tuning
and ITD discrimination thresholds across stimulus modes
and acoustic stimulus types were not obscured by differences
in CFs.

In early experiments, neurons that were not ITD sensitive to
tones were not always tested for ITD sensitivity to other stimuli
(see Materials and Methods). This resulted in a sampling bias
toward low CFs (�2 kHz). In addition, the medial-to-lateral
orientation of the recording trajectory, which allowed record-
ings from both DNLL and IC in the same penetration, may

Figure 9. Population analysis shows similar ITDms for electric and acoustic stimuli. A, Distributions (black bars) and cumulative probabilities (gray functions) of ITDms values for the five stimulus
types. Horizontal line marks the cumulative probability of 0.5; dashed vertical line, 0 ITD. N, Number of neurons. B, Population statistics of ITDms across stimulus types for the same neurons as in A.
n.s., Not significant [K–W, p � 0.339; ANOVA accounting for random effects, p � 0.611]. Numbers in parentheses are the number of neurons. C, Comparisons of ITDms for electric pulses versus
acoustic clicks/chirps. D, Matched-pairs comparison between ITDms values for electric pulses and acoustic clicks/chirps for the same neurons as in C. n.s., Not significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
p � 0.386). Gray bars in A–D indicate the physiological ITD range in the gerbil.

Figure 10. Population ITD coding of electric and acoustic stimuli is similar. Averaged ITD
functions for the different stimulus types were computed from the normalized (minimum to
maximum) Gaussian best fits. Gray bar indicates the physiological ITD range in the gerbil.
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have contributed to a low-CF bias (Hutson et al., 2018). A
minority of neurons that were ITD sensitive to electric pulses
(19%), clicks/chirps (15%), or noise (9%) had high CFs (�2
kHz). However, there were no significant differences in ITD
tuning metrics and ITD discrimination thresholds between
low- and high-CF neurons for any of the stimulus types tested
(Mann–Whitney rank-sum test, p � 0.09 for all comparisons),
with the exception of half-widths for electric pulses (narrower
for high-CF neurons, p � 0.032) and for noise (broader for
high-CF neurons, p � 0.024). Additional data recorded from
high-CF neurons are required to more thoroughly evaluate the
influence of CF on electric ITD processing.

The CFs of ITD-sensitive neurons were also compared with
their BFITD values, both obtained from responses to tonal stimu-
lation (Fig. 12C). Results are shown separately for peak-type neu-
rons (filled circles), intermediate-type and trough-type neurons
(open circles), and for neurons that failed the criteria for
response-type categorization (dashed circles; see “ITD tuning”
section in Materials and Methods). For the majority of neurons,
BFITD values were lower than CFs. This difference was more pro-
nounced for CFs �1 kHz. The difference in octaves between CFs
and BFITD values for CFs �1 kHz (median for all types 0.59 �
0.38 Q octaves) was significantly larger than that for CFs �1 kHz
(0.15 � 0.18 Q octaves; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.001).
These data are in accordance with previous reports showing that
the majority of ITD-sensitive DNLL and IC neurons have BFITD

values �1 kHz, and only few neurons had BFITD values of up to 2
kHz (Fitzpatrick et al., 2000; Siveke et al., 2006).

Discussion
Effects of spectrotemporal stimulus properties on acoustic
ITD coding
Acoustic stimuli with different spectrotemporal properties elicit
different activation patterns across the population of ANFs that
in turn may affect the convergence of inputs to higher-level neu-
rons (Pfeiffer, 1966; Kiang et al., 1973; Kiang, 1975; Godfrey et al.,
1975a,b; Bourk, 1976; Carney and Yin, 1988) and thus likely in-
fluence ITD processing of DNLL and IC neurons. When re-
stricted to the central range of ITDs, the results of the present
study revealed no differences in ITD tuning and ITD discrimina-
tion thresholds across acoustic stimuli with different spectrotem-
poral properties (Figs. 6B, 9B, 10, 11A), with the exception of

half-width (Fig. 8B). These findings are in agreement with prior
studies demonstrating similarities in the sensitivities of low-
frequency MSO and IC neurons to ITDs of acoustic narrowband
and broadband stimuli at moderate stimulus levels (Geisler et al.,
1969; Yin et al., 1986; Caird and Klinke, 1987; Carney and Yin,
1989; Plauška et al., 2017).

Population-based acoustic and electric ITD processing
In animals with prior normal hearing experience, the stimulus
mode (acoustic vs electric) had no effect on the overall nature of
ITD processing (Figs. 6B, 8B, 9B, 10, 11A). On the population
level, ITD tuning metrics and ITD discrimination thresholds of
neurons with comparable CFs were largely similar for acoustic
and electric stimulation. Independent of the stimulus mode, the
majority of neurons displayed peak-shape ITD functions (Fig.
5A,C) and responded maximally to ITDs around the contralat-
eral edge of the physiological range. This bias toward contralat-
erally leading best ITDs (Fig. 6) is consistent with previous studies
on ITD processing of acoustic narrowband and broadband stim-
uli in different auditory brainstem and midbrain nuclei in gerbils
(Spitzer and Semple, 1995; Seidl and Grothe, 2005; Siveke et al.,
2006; Pecka et al., 2008; Belliveau et al., 2014; Plauška et al., 2017).
For all stimulus types tested, the majority of DNLL and IC neu-
rons (55–70%) had best ITDs outside of the physiologically rele-
vant range (Figs. 6, 7). These results are in agreement with prior
acoustic studies in gerbil MSO and DNLL (Brand et al., 2002;
Seidl and Grothe, 2005). However, other studies reported either
clearly higher fractions of best ITDs outside the physiological
range (�80%; Pecka et al., 2008) or, in contrast, found that the
majority of best ITDs fell within the physiological range (Day
and Semple, 2011; Plauška et al., 2017). The variability in these
findings may reflect the susceptibility of best ITD to a variety
of stimulus factors such as level, bandwidth, or tone fre-
quency, or it may be due to small sample sizes, especially for
MSO recordings. Nevertheless, independent of differences in
stimulus mode or spectrotemporal stimulus properties, all of
these reports underscore the robust contralateral bias of gerbil
best ITDs that allows spike rate to unambiguously encode
ITDs over a large proportion of the physiological range or over
its entire range (Fig. 10). Together, the overall similarities in
the processing of ITDs of electric pulses, acoustic tones, clicks,
chirps, and noise by DNLL and IC neurons support the hy-

Figure 11. Neuronal populations have similar ITD discrimination thresholds (NDT, re zero ITD) for electric and acoustic stimulation. A, Statistical comparisons of NDTs across the five stimulus
types. n.s., Not significant [K–W, p �0.614; ANOVA accounting for random effects (log data), p �0.560]. Numbers in parentheses are the number of neurons. B, NDTs for electric pulses and acoustic
clicks/chirps were not significantly correlated (linear regression, p � 0.537). N, Number of neurons. Dashed line indicates equal values. C, Matched-pairs comparison between NDTs for electric pulses
and acoustic clicks/chirps for the same neurons as in B. n.s., Not significant (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p � 0.199). Gray bars in A–C indicate the physiological ITD range in the gerbil.
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pothesis that population ITD coding can be largely generalized
across stimuli of different modes and spectrotemporal prop-
erties when measured in the central range of ITDs (Carney and
Yin, 1989). The similarities in ITD coding further suggest that
both acoustic and electric ITDs engage similar processing
mechanisms and binaural brain circuits in the normal hearing
auditory system.

In normal-hearing animals, ITD response types to tones are
often thought to be associated with specific neural mechanisms
underlying ITD coding. Specifically, peak-type neurons are asso-
ciated with excitatory– excitatory coincidence mechanisms in the
MSO and trough-type neurons with excitatory–inhibitory mech-
anisms, as in the LSO (for review, see Grothe and Pecka, 2014).
This simple dichotomy between response types and underlying
mechanisms has been questioned by studies that reported
trough-type neurons in gerbil MSO (Day and Semple, 2011) and
intermediate-type neurons in rabbit MSO and LSO (Batra et al.,
1997). In the present study, the majority of ITD functions for
broadband stimuli of either mode were peak-shaped (Fig. 5A,C).
However, in at least a third of the cases, ITD response types to
tones did not predict the shapes of ITD functions for broadband

stimuli of either mode (Fig. 5C). These results suggest that, inde-
pendent of the stimulus mode, there is no simple association
between the shapes of ITD functions and the underlying binaural
mechanism. Also, the observation that the shape of ITD func-
tions can change with stimulus level (Benevento and Coleman,
1970; Carney and Yin, 1989; Hancock et al., 2013) argues against
a simple relationship.

The mechanisms underlying the dominance of contralateral-
leading best ITDs are controversially discussed. The stereausis
model (Shamma et al., 1989) proposes asymmetric delays caused
by the traveling wave along the basilar membrane due to small
between-ear mismatches in frequency tuning of individual MSO
neurons. Direct electric stimulation of the auditory nerve by-
passes the traveling wave and thus eliminates cochlear delays.
However, the maintained contralateral bias in electric ITD tuning
contradicts the proposal of cochlear delays as the main source of
internal delays and supports other mechanisms, such as con-
tralateral leading inhibition (Brand et al., 2002), asymmetric ex-
citatory synaptic dynamics (Jercog et al., 2010), and axonal delays
(Jeffress, 1948; Plauška et al., 2017).

Figure 12. Distributions of CFs are similar for the different stimulus types. A, Distributions (black bars, left ordinate) and cumulative probabilities (gray functions, right ordinate) of CFs of neurons
that were ITD sensitive to electric pulses and acoustic clicks, chirps, noise, and pure tones. Horizontal lines indicate a cumulative probability of 0.5. N, Number of neurons. B, Population statistics of
the CFs of ITD-sensitive neurons in response to electric and acoustic stimuli (same neurons as in A). Graphs plot the median, 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of the CFs as vertical boxes with
error bars. A given neuron may appear in different groups if it was ITD sensitive to more than one stimulus. n.s., Not significant [K–W and ANOVA accounting for random neuronal effects (log data),
both p � 0.05]. C, Comparison between BFITD and CF for ITD-sensitive single neurons in response to tones. Filled circles indicate peak-type neurons; open circles, intermediate-type (i.m.) and
trough-type (trough) neurons; dashed circles, neurons without response-type categorization (unclassified). Gray area indicates BFITD and CF values �1000 Hz. Dashed line indicates equal values.
Inset shows the distribution of CFs of the neurons tested with pure tones. Numbers in parentheses are the number of neurons.
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Within-neuron comparisons of acoustic and electric
ITD processing
In agreement with prior findings (Yin et al., 1986; Carney and
Yin, 1989; Fitzpatrick et al., 2000), within-neuron comparisons
showed that best ITDs for tones and noise and for clicks and noise
were significantly correlated. In contrast, ITD tuning and dis-
crimination thresholds for acoustic clicks/chirps did not predict
those for electric pulses. These results are consistent with recent
recordings from MSO cells that showed differences in best ITD
for acoustic broadband stimuli and electric pulses without dis-
playing a preferred direction of mismatch (Plauška et al., 2017).
Possible explanations for the observed nonsystematic discrepan-
cies in ITD processing are differences in the temporal and spectral
response patterns that are elicited across the population of ANFs
by either stimulus mode. Electric stimulation bypasses cochlear
filtering and traveling wave delays. Phase locking of ANFs to
electric stimulation is much sharper than to acoustic stimulation
(Dynes and Delgutte, 1992; Javel and Shepherd, 2000). Using
biphasic electric pulses, the site of spike generation along the ANF
(peripheral vs central axon) can affect spike timing (van den
Honert and Stypulkowski, 1984; Miller et al., 1999; Shepherd and
Javel, 1999; Joshi et al., 2017). Moreover, between-ear mis-
matches of electrode position, activation site, or relative stimulus
level can lead to discharge patterns across the auditory nerves that
differ in their spectral (CF) spread, firing rates, dispersion of
latencies, and degree of synchronization between the two sides.
These differences in peripheral spectrotemporal response pat-
terns can affect the relative timing, strength, and balance of in-
hibitory and excitatory inputs converging on higher-level
binaural neurons (Carney and Yin, 1989; He et al., 2012; Hancock
et al., 2013; Hu and Dietz, 2015; Undurraga et al., 2016) and can
thereby account for the observed within-neuron differences in
ITD tuning and discrimination thresholds in response to the two
modes of stimulation.

Electric ITD coding in deafness
In contrast to the present study, Smith and Delgutte (2007) re-
ported significant differences in ITD tuning (best ITD and
ITDms) for acoustic noise in normal-hearing cats and for electric
pulses in acutely deafened adult cats with short deafness dura-
tions of 1–2 weeks. The CFs of the individual IC neurons were
estimated based on the insertion depth of the recording electrode.
The uncertainty of this method leaves the possibility that differ-
ences in the neurons’ CFs contributed to the differences in ITD
tuning between the two stimulus modes. In addition, the rapid
changes in inhibitory synaptic strength that have been observed
in the auditory brainstem and the IC after peripheral deafening
(Takesian et al., 2009; Bender and Trussell, 2011) may underlie
the altered shapes and tuning metrics of ITD functions for elec-
tric stimulation in animals with short deafness duration (Smith
and Delgutte, 2007; Chung et al., 2016).

A number of recent studies in humans and animals suggest
that temporal information is more accurately conveyed by elec-
tric stimulation of low-CF (apical) than high-CF (basal) regions
of the cochlea and underscore the importance and effectiveness
of low-CF electric activation (Krumbholz et al., 2000; Hamzavi
and Arnoldner, 2006; Middlebrooks and Snyder, 2010; Macherey
et al., 2011; Landsberger et al., 2014, 2016; Schatzer et al., 2014;
Stahl et al., 2016). Additional data recorded from high-CF neu-
rons are required to more thoroughly assess the influence of
CF on neural ITD processing of transient electric and acoustic
stimuli.

ITD processing in DNLL versus IC
The basic features of neural ITD processing (shape distributions
of ITD functions, ITD tuning metrics, and neural ITD discrimi-
nation thresholds; Table 1) were similar in DNLL and IC inde-
pendent of the stimulus mode or the spectrotemporal properties
of the acoustic stimuli. These results are consistent with previous
studies on acoustic ITD processing in unanesthetized rabbits ex-
cept for a sharpening of ITD tuning in the IC observed by Ku-
wada et al. (2006). The similarity in ITD processing between the
two structures suggests that projections to DNLL and IC from
primary ITD-processing structures (MSO and LSO) (Brunso-
Bechtold et al., 1981; Glendenning and Masterton, 1983) and
projections from DNLL to IC are similarly engaged by the two
stimulus modes.

Conclusions
Population-based ITD coding in the normal-hearing system was
similar for electric and acoustic stimulation when measured in
the central range of ITDs. The results suggest that differences in
ITD discrimination between bilateral CI users and normal-
hearing listeners are primarily due to deafness-induced changes
in neural ITD processing rather than to differences in the binau-
ral brain circuits activated by electric versus acoustic ITDs. These
findings support the idea that temporally correlated binaural
hearing experience early in life and after short deafness durations
is beneficial for ITD discrimination in binaural electric hearing.
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